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A

lready complicated, the mortgage process is even more
difficult to understand when borrowers have limited
English skills.
To address this language barrier, the Federal Housing Finance
Agency (FHFA), Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac launched the Language Access Multi-Year Plan to help limited English-speaking borrowers understand and participate in obtaining a mortgage.
Mortgage professionals can help their clients better understand
and successfully navigate the complex mortgage process by providing documents and educational materials in the borrower’s preferred language. Here’s what lenders and servicers need to know to
assist their borrowers.

THE NUMBERS ARE GROWING
The rationale for the language access
initiative stems from the fact that many
borrowers have limited English proficiency (LEP), meaning English is not
their primary language and they speak
English less than “very well.”
The language access plan was developed based on language data from
the 2011-2015 American Community
Survey. According to that survey, 9%
of the U.S. population (more than 25
million individuals) were considered
LEP. Among the LEP people in the
United States during that time period,
the most commonly spoken languages
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were: Spanish (64%), Chinese (7%);
Vietnamese (3%); Korean (2%), Tagalog, a language of the Phillippines (2%),
and Russian (2%).1
Those percentages have shifted
slightly since 2015. According to the
2019 American Community Survey,
4.3% of U.S. households (not individuals), or about 5.274 million households,
are limited English speaking. Of that
group, 60% speak Spanish. The next
most common languages spoken are
Chinese (9%); Russian (5%); Vietnamese (3%); Korean (3%); French, Haitian,
or Cajun (2%); Arabic (2%); and Tagalog (1%). 2
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Accordingly, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s website includes educational materials in all these
languages.
Hispanic borrowers have a significant
impact on the housing market. In 2019,
there were about 15.4 million Spanishspeaking households, with about 3.2
million households (21%) falling into
the LEP category. 3
Over the past decade, Hispanics have
accounted for 51.6% of the overall U.S.
homeownership growth, adding 1.9
million new homeowners during that
period. The number of homeowners
increased by 277,000 in 2019 (from

are often difficult and stressful. Many
people with limited English skills have
been taken advantage of in financial
transactions—or they know someone
who has been. They question who, and
what information, to trust when they’re
purchasing a home. Many participants
don’t trust the accuracy of language resources.
OBSTACLES TO
Different cultures display varying
MORTGAGE LOANS
levels of trust and have different trusted
The language-access plan grew out of
sources. Chinese, Vietnamese and Kothe 2017 Government Sponsored Enrean participants are willing to trust
terprises (GSE) scorecard, which resome organizations (federal governquired Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
ment agencies, large banks), but they
to identify obstacles for non-English
often need to verify information and inspeakers in accessing mortgage credit.
language documents to confirm their
The GSEs analyzed potential soluaccuracy. At the other end of the trust
tions to those barriers and developed
spectrum, Spanish LEP participants
a multiyear plan to implement them.
were highly trusting of other Spanish
Toward that end, the GSEs conductspeakers and of translated information.
ed interviews and focus groups with
3. Resource limitations. Many good
borrowers whose primary language
in-language
resources exist, including
wasn’t English (“participants”), as well
materials from the Consumer Finanas with lenders and servicers. The recial Protection Bureau (CFPB), the U.S.
search shed light on how borrowers
Department of Housing and Urban
work with mortgage professionals, and
Development (HUD) and
vice versa, throughout the
other federal agencies. But
mortgage process.6
lenders and borrowers often
Although the findings vararen’t aware of them, can’t
ied by ethnic group, several
find them or are reluctant to
common themes emerged:
4.3% of U.S.
use them.
1. Translations and unhouseholds,
Participants indicated that
derstanding. Not surprisor about
they would like several reingly, participants prefer to
5.274 million
sources for different stages
use documents written in
their own language. Trans- households, are of the home-buying process:
lated documents and written
limited English an in-language educational
booklet, a checklist of imporeducational materials are esspeaking.
tant things to think about,
sential, but LEP borrowers
and a dedicated in-language
prefer interpretation (in-perphone line.
son translation). They want
Although participants say
to speak with knowledgethey prefer in-language documents,
able people who can explain (and be
some borrowers don’t trust them. Some
sure they understand) the complicated
lenders avoid translated documents,
mortgage process and answer their
fearing liability issues.
questions.
Fannie Mae includes this Important
Some mortgage concepts, such as
Note on their language resource web
balloon payments or escrow, may
page:
not exist in home countries and don’t
There are many legal issues involved
translate well. Participants had a variety
in originating mortgage loans in
of ways of increasing their knowledge,
a language other than English,
often relying on their children or family
including federal, state and local
members to translate documents.
laws (such as those for California, Il2. Trust is a fundamental issue.
linois, Massachusetts, Oregon, Texas
Language barriers can make LEP inand the District of Columbia) that
dividuals vulnerable, and transactions
some from becoming homeowners.
Furthermore, Hispanic homebuyers
with LEP are hindered by gaps in communication, education, understanding
and confidence needed throughout the
complex homebuying and mortgage
processes. 5
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7.88 million in 2018 to 8.16 million in
2019). This raised the Hispanic homeownership rate (i.e., the percentage of
Hispanics who own their home) from
47.1% in 2018 to 47.5% in 2019. 2019
marked the fifth consecutive year of
gains in the Hispanic homeownership
rate. 4
Freddie Mac projects that, by 2030,
an estimated 56% of new homeowners will be Hispanic. Despite being one
of the fastest growing demographics,
Hispanics encounter several obstacles.
These include credit-related challenges
and a lack of available, affordable housing in many areas that may prevent
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resources for lenders and borrowers.
homeowners having difficulty paying
Refer to https://singlefamily.fanniemae.
their mortgage (Covid-19 resources).
com/multi-language-resources-lenders
Covid-19 forbearance scripts for
for a list of resources.
servicers. These scripts help servicers
Fannie Mae’s consumer-facing webcommunicate with borrowers, insite, www.knowyouroptions.com, is
cluding determining the naavailable in Spanish. Freddie Mac proture of the financial hardship,
vides a Step-by-Step Mortgage Guide
explaining forbearance and
LANGUAGE RESOURCES
(https://myhome.freddiemac.com/rediscussing
forbearance
plan
Mortgage Translations ClearOver the
sources/brochures.html) and informadetails.
inghouse. The Mortgage past decade,
tion about Covid-19 relief for homeO

ral
interpretation
servicTranslations website (www.
Hispanics
have
owners (https://myhome.freddiemac.
es.
To
further
support
LEP
fhfa.gov/MortgageTranslaaccounted
for
com/getting-help/relief-for-homeownindividuals, the clearingtions) was launched in Ocers.html) in Spanish and several other
house includes a list of industober 2018 as a centralized 51.6% of the
languages.
try resources available to
source of industry-standard
overall U.S.
resources to assist lenders, ser- homeownership provide oral interpretation serNAVIGATING THE
vices. These resources can help
vicers, housing counselors, real
growth.
MORTGAGE PROCESS
LEP consumers navigate topestate professionals and other
Lenders can take advantage of the
ics such as fraud avoidance
housing industry stakeholders
Mortgage Translation Clearinghouse,
and
scam
detection,
forecloin serving LEP homebuyers.
CFPB and other language resources to
sure
prevention,
financial
Created by FHFA, Fannie Mae
educate their LEP loan applicants. In
management and budgeting, financial
and Freddie Mac in collaboration with
2019, 33% of homebuyers were first
wellness coaching, buying or renting
industry, consumer and government
time buyers. 8
a home, and mortgage options. These
partners, the Mortgage Translations
First time buyers often lack knowlno-cost services support more than 250
clearinghouse contains resources in
edge about the mortgage process. A
languages and can provide the clarity
Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean
CFPB survey assessed borrower knowland confidence needed to better supand Tagalog:
edge about mortgage-related concepts
port
sustainable
homeownership.
Uniform Residential Loan Applicasuch as discount points and mortgage
tion (URLA) translations. To help
insurance. Only 28% of respondents
CFPB RESOURCES
people understand and complete the
understood the difference beThe CFPB website (www.
URLA, printed versions of the aptween the interest rate on a
consumerfinance.gov) conplication are available in Spanish,
mortgage and the loan’s APR,
tains resources and web pagChinese, Vietnamese, Korean and
and that’s without factoring
es in Spanish, Chinese, VietTagalog. The translated versions are
in a language barrier. Repeat
namese, Korean, Tagalog,
non-executable forms, so applicants
T
ranslated
homebuyers had higher mortRussian,
Arabic
and
Haitian
must still sign the English-based
documents
gage-market knowledge than
Creole:
URLA.
first-time homebuyers. 9
Glossaries. Glossaries of

Glossaries. Whether communicating
and written
Seventy percent of borrowEnglish-Spanish
Finanin English or another language, using
educational
ers heavily used their lender
cial Terms and Englishaccurate and consistent terminology
materials are or mortgage broker to get
Chinese Financial Terms
can improve the mortgage process
essential, but
financing information, acare available on the CFPB
for all parties involved. The CFPB,
borrowers
cording to the National Surwebsite
(www.consumerfiFHFA, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
nance.gov/language/).
have collaborated to create standardprefer in-person vey of Mortgage Borrowers.
Lenders and brokers can play
Educational materials. CFized glossaries of financial terms in
translation.
a significant role in helping
PB’s in-language resources
Spanish, traditional Chinese, Vietdetermine the type of mortinclude brochures about Conamese, Korean and Tagalog. These
gage the client chooses. The
vid-19 assistance, avoiding
glossaries include many mortgage-resurvey also found that up to
foreclosure, understanding
lated terms such as Annual Percent70% of borrowers choose their lender
your credit score, rebuilding your credit
age Rate (APR) and escrow account.
or originator before deciding on a loan
and more.
Borrower Education Materials. The
type. 10
clearinghouse includes brochures on
Loan originators can clarify the
FANNIE MAE & FREDDIE MAC
topics such as moving confidently
mortgage process and help LEP borRESOURCES
through the homebuying process,
rowers choose loan products by deThe Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
taking steps to improve your credit,
fining terms, as well as explaining the
websites also include several language
avoiding foreclosure and options for
address marketing, negotiating and
conducting lending activities. You
should consult legal counsel about
which requirements may apply to
your business and the use of these
materials. 7
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pros and cons of various loan products.
Servicers can explain the forbearance
process in the borrower’s preferred
language (following the servicer for-

bearance scripts) and share educational
materials about COVID-19-related forbearance and how to avoid foreclosure
with LEP borrowers who are struggling
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report-03-05-2020.pdf

9 https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/bcfp_mortgages_


shopping-study_brief-3-knowledge.pdf

10 https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201501_cfpb_consumers-mortgage-shopping

experience.pdf

to pay their mortgage.
By providing educational materials
in borrowers’ preferred language and
connecting them with knowledgeable interpreters, lenders and servicers
can help borrowers better understand
and successfully navigate the complex
mortgage process.
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banks and credit unions. FICS also
provides document management and
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of products. You can reach Graham at
susangraham@fics.com.
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